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Abstract: The basic question guiding this article is what do people
living in an underserved neighborhood in St. Louis, Missouri, think
about the urban gardens that have sprouted up around them during
the last ten years. The question arose because of the mixed success of
a produce market that was meant to target the nutritional needs of this
African American community. Based on interviews conducted at two
garden sites created by the nonprofit HopeBUILD, the author found
that the community members valued the gardens less for the nutrition
they offered than for the values and sense of heritage they conveyed.
The ways they spoke about the gardens and produce resonated with
old agrarian myths about the cultural importance of working the land
to build a strong sense of character and independence. Many have
relatives who took part in the Great Migration from the rural South in
the early twentieth century. Although African Americans suffered

devastating hardships from corrupt and racist tenant and farm policies,
many held fast to the agrarian myth that to own a farm, or produce
one’s own food, enabled self-determination and full rights of citizenship. These inner-city African Americans, therefore, stake claim to one
of the longest-lasting and most potent symbols of American national
identity—the American farmer. The symbol of the farmer is as relevant in urban lots as it is in the countryside. The point is that healthy
food and nutritious food are not necessarily the same thing. Healthy
foods are ones that sustain cultures, not just bodies.

it is hard to argue with the benefits of urban gardens,
which is probably why few people, if any, do. Turn to almost
any urban garden website or public health article about them
and you will find activists and health professionals who advocate urban gardens and produce markets as, among other
things, pivotal solutions to severe health and nutrition problems that plague many American downtown minority neighborhoods because of limited access to fresh, local produce.1
A common belief is that if one puts nutritious food in reach,
rates of obesity and related illnesses, such as diabetes and
heart disease, will disappear like so many pounds of fat.
Over a decade ago, in 2000, the Garden of Eden produce
market opened with such optimism in an underserved African American neighborhood of St. Louis, Missouri. Church
members from the Interfaith Partnership of Metropolitan
St. Louis, health professionals from the Saint Louis University School of Public Health, and local business leaders created the Saturday market with the support of a $500,000 grant
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
An article titled ‘‘Produce Market in Church Basement
Targets Obesity’’ summarized the group’s intentions: ‘‘You
won’t find hamburgers and hot dogs at this market, only fresh
produce and an army of researchers ready to show you how to
prepare a healthy meal.’’2

An ‘‘army of researchers’’ descending on a neighborhood
can raise concerns about experts from outside of a community
encroaching on locals’ ways of life, but some Garden of Eden
organizers lived or grew up in the area and all worked hard to
connect with their target audience. The coalition filled market bins with turnips, broccoli, sweet potatoes, greens, and
other produce both common and uncommon to African
Americans in the neighborhood and it hired people from the
community to stock and sell it. The team also relied on
trusted churches and their congregations to get the word out
about the Garden of Eden mission: to encourage residents to
envision food as a path to physical health through reduced
calories and better nutrition. The message, not the messenger, might have been the trouble.
It turned out that the community’s response to Garden of
Eden was underwhelming. After all six hundred free $20
vouchers were cashed out, the number of consumers dwindled to a third of the initial fifty visitors per week and much of
the produce, although available at cut-rate prices, went to
waste. Once CDC’s seed money funds dried up, Garden of
Eden could not sustain itself. It closed its doors in 2004, four
years after it opened. In ‘‘Food Deserts: If They Build It, They
May Not Come,’’ the Economist wrote that the United States
Department of Agriculture and the Institute of Medicine of
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F IG U R E 1: HopeBUILD’s executive director Jennifer Strayhorn pulls
weeds in a newly seeded vegetable garden outside her office.

younger ones because they cooked more often and they were
more connected to culinary traditions that rely on these vegetables. In other words, the produce meant more to them. We
will never know for sure why the market could not maintain its
customer base, but the elderly clientele’s response suggested
there is more than one way to think about the vegetables.
One of Garden of Eden’s organizers, Jennifer Strayhorn,
maintained a deep faith that access to fresh produce would
improve the community, so she founded a new nonprofit
called HopeBUILD in 2004, soon after the market closed.
I became a board member of HopeBUILD three years later.
To avoid Garden of Eden’s financial hardships where the
price the market charged for produce barely matched what
it cost the organization to purchase it from vendors, Strayhorn
decided to grow vegetables right in the neighborhood.5 She
still had to wrestle with the same predicament as HopeBUILD’s predecessor: access to produce does not necessarily
lead to its consumption.
To figure out why, students in my spring 2008 course
about farming in American culture in Saint Louis University’s American Studies department worked with HopeBUILD to design an oral history project. We sought to find
out how people living in north St. Louis thought about and
valued the gardens in their midst and to reassess popular
assumptions about the function of urban gardens and fresh
produce as sources of good nutrition.
It turns out that supplying nutritious food was only one
reason why residents themselves found the vegetable gardens
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the National Academies similarly found that increased access
to fresh produce, whether through gardens or markets, does
not directly correlate with people’s consumption of it, despite
advocates’ best intentions.3 Could one reason be that marketing produce primarily for one’s physical well-being is not
enough incentive to motivate people to eat it?
Eating is not a science, after all, but a culture. Food helps
people pass down stories and connect to their familial and
communal pasts as well as provide sustenance. To think of
food as no more than a matter of nutrition may obscure all the
other reasons people eat—maintaining family traditions and
cultural legacies, bringing together friends and relatives, and
giving pleasure, which are just as valuable and viable for
a community to sustain itself, whether the food is low calorie
or not.4
Although most people might think of nutrition as rational
and impartial, it is no less value-laden than any other way of
using and thinking about food. Rather than purely an objective science, nutrition is just one of the meanings that some of
us invest in it. Since the dawn of food sciences at the turn of
the twentieth century, experts and their converts have offered
advice to improve the physical health of others. Yet, as
Charlotte Biltekoff’s Eating Right in America (2013) and
Helen Zoe Viet’s Modern Food, Moral Food (2013) have
shown, that advice says as much about the food advocates’
own mores and social perch as it does about the nature of the
food itself. The recent shift from denigrating butter and eggs
to celebrating their benefits makes one realize that following
nutritional guidelines is arguably no more stable and reliable
than following homegrown food traditions. The point is that
healthy foods and nutritious foods are not the necessarily
the same. (Vitamin-fortified sweet cereal is a case in point.)
Family, ethnic, regional, and national traditions along with
gender and age all influence the ways people define and think
about a healthy diet. Finances, time constraints, and access
can limit someone’s ability to maintain one.
It is impossible to pinpoint exactly why Garden of Eden
market folded. Reformers’ attitudes toward food are generally
better known than those of ordinary eaters, such as people in
north St. Louis. Yet a generational divide among customers
offered a clue that the produce was popular in ways that
belied the declining sales numbers. Although organizers initially targeted the nutritional needs of young single mothers
and their children, women in their sixties and seventies—not
the young women—mainly sought out the fresh produce
(Strayhorn 2007). ‘‘They marvel over our greens,’’ Rose G.,
a 72-year-old volunteer, said of Garden of Eden customers
(Green 2004). The hunch was that the older women took
fuller advantage of the tomatoes, squash, and greens than the
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valuable. In the case of this north St. Louis community, it was
not even the primary one. When asked, the people in the
neighborhood all liked the gardens just fine, but they did so
for reasons beyond the pragmatic issues of diet and nutrition.
For many, the gardens and its produce meant something
different.
Instead of seeing the gardens and vegetables mainly as
a route to good nutrition, many thought they inculcated good
values in their community. Their responses to questions
about growing food in the city resonated with old American
agrarian myths about the cultural importance of working the
land to build a strong sense of character and independence.
Many African American families who have lived in St. Louis
for generations have roots in the rural South. The city was one
of the destinations for those who took part in the Great Migration in the early part of the twentieth century and left rural
livelihoods as sharecroppers, tenants, or landowning farmers
for opportunities in urban areas to the north.
Although African Americans suffered devastating hardships from corrupt and racist tenant and farm policies, many
held fast to the agrarian myth that to own a farm, or produce
one’s own food, enabled self-determination and full rights of
citizenship. As Juan Williams (2006: x) wrote in Black Farmers in America: ‘‘The black farm is a symbol rich in these
democratic ideals even today. It is a Garden of Eden in the
African American memory where the first black slaves, after
the Civil War, worked to regain the humanity that had been
robbed from them in slavery. This deep memory is at the core
of the black experience.’’
Through their comments to our survey about local gardens and the food they produce, north St. Louis residents
affirmed Williams’s point that American agrarianism—popularly symbolized by the Anglo American farmer out plowing
in his field—transcends white and rural identity as these
inner-city African Americans claim it as their own.6 If reformers only hone in on food’s physical attributes, they miss
stories like this one and the ways certain foods support local
cultures more than others.
HopeBUILD is one of thousands of organizations across the
United States that cultivates vegetables on vacant lots in struggling urban areas. In many parts of the world, urban agriculture, whether on private or communal plots, is a way to fend off
starvation as increasing numbers of rural immigrants arrive
from agricultural hinterlands for underpaid, or nonexistent,
jobs in the cities. Worldwide, urban gardens are a vital source
of daily sustenance (Wittman et al. 2010). In the United States,
generally the threat is malnourishment rather than starvation.
Inner-city minority groups suffer some of the highest rates of
obesity, heart disease, and diabetes in the country.

2: The HopeBUILD logo expresses the faith that many people
have in the ability of urban gardens to improve the lives of people in
underserved urban areas.
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North St. Louis is, unfortunately, typical in this regard.
St. Louis has been losing population for the last seventy years
and the impacts of that population loss is more apparent in
north St. Louis than anywhere else in the city. Cheek by jowl,
block by block, stately turn-of-the-twentieth-century brick
houses with tidy lawns and flower beds stand alongside ones
suffering from severe neglect and decay or ones where nothing remains but an architectural footprint. Driving through
this part of town takes one past large swaths of abandoned
land; the thirty-three-acre urban forest that grows where the
1950s-era Pruitt-Igoe housing project once stood is only the
most extreme example.
What is less visible in this part of town are the government
policies and the urban history that contributed to its troubles.
Many African Americans moved to the north side in the 1950s
after the mayor had their midtown Mill Creek Valley neighborhood demolished in the name of urban renewal. (The site
eventually became part of the Saint Louis University campus.) The thousands of displaced African American residents
headed north to areas vacated by whites and wealthier African
Americans who themselves headed to the suburbs. In a pattern
common in American cities across the country at the time,
many poorer African Americans in north St. Louis were stuck
in the bind of being prevented from moving to the suburbs
because of racial covenants or cost and also being restricted
from buying, insuring, or receiving home improvement loans
in their own neighborhood because of racist redlining
practices.
The neighborhood today is a legacy of these past injustices and continued disinvestment. The population of north
St. Louis is over ninety percent African American and more
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automatically mean people will partake of them or that they
all necessarily want them. You cannot assume the benefits of
urban gardens and produce. You have to recognize what
people in the community want and care about. Culinary
desires and needs are hard to quantify in statistics and they
differ across communities. Motivations to eat and garden vary
among Arab Americans or white anarchists in Detroit, Michigan, and among Cornell University professors and their families in Ithaca, New York, or underserved African Americans
in north St. Louis.
I learned to question assumptions about what underserved
urban communities need because of an incident a landscape
architect told me about fifteen years ago. Her firm had organized a public meeting to present a new park design for an
impoverished Boston neighborhood. To the landscape architects’ chagrin and surprise, a female resident stood up at the
forum and she asked who decided the neighborhood needed
a park. She feared it would be neglected by the city and
increase crime. Rather than a park, she argued, the community needed a Laundromat.
More recently, in 2013, Family Roots International, a forprofit urban agriculture enterprise founded by the Olympic
track star Jackie Joyner-Kersee, who grew up across the river
in East St. Louis, planted sixty-two acres of soybeans, feed
corn, and edible sweet corn across ten blocks of mostly vacant
lots in north St. Louis. Instead of welcoming the fields in their
midst, some of the residents viewed the crops as ‘‘an insulting
nuisance,’’ and feared the dense vegetation would encourage
pests and crime. According to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
they had ‘‘no stomach for the produce of these fields in their
neighborhood’’ (Logan 2013). In both of these cases, people
with good intentions for these inner-city communities either
neglected the points of view of the people for whom the
gardens were intended or ignored the larger cultural ideas
that the local residents inscribed in them. As the reporter
concluded about the urban cornfields, ‘‘The whole episode
highlights the challenges of wholesale reinvention of city
neighborhoods and the persistent gap between big visions . . .
and the day-to-day experiences of the people who live there’’
(ibid.). Because of the immensity of the problems in some
urban areas, it can be easy to overlook centers of cultural
vitality and culinary expertise that thrive in churches and
community centers, on front stoops, and among longtime
residents who call the place home, despite the difficulties.
To dig deeper into the ways people living in north
St. Louis thought about and valued the urban gardens cropping up around them, we decided to go to the source. We
conducted interviews at two of HopeBUILD’s four garden
sites. The nonprofit had developed community partnerships
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than fifty percent of the families live below the poverty line
(City-Data 2009). Nearly three quarters (seventy-three percent) of its inhabitants are obese or overweight compared to
sixty-one percent for St. Louis residents as a whole (City of
St. Louis 2015). One concerned resident of north St. Louis,
Michael Okpara (2012), wrote in the African American newspaper The St. Louis American: ‘‘I see nothing in North City
but neighborhood decline and decay. . . . A little more than
20 years ago, the downtown Baden neighborhood was
a booming and lively community with a bank, post office,
national retail chain store, grocery store, hardware store,
restaurants, public park, police station nearby and a decent
elementary school. Today, they are no more.’’
North city residents are not alone in having to travel over
a mile to their nearest grocery store; almost everyone living in
St. Louis has to do so. Yet with the possible exception of the
historic Soulard Farmers Market near downtown and summertime farmers markets mostly in fancier neighborhoods,
the quality and variety of produce in urban grocers cannot
compare to that found in stores across the county line, even
within the same retail chain. For someone to access the best
fruits and vegetables in the metropolitan area, they have to
venture out several miles. This trip is a greater burden for
many in north city who have to rely on public transportation
because they cannot afford an automobile. Meanwhile, a fastfood joint, a chop suey takeout counter, or a discount dollar
store is around nearly every corner.
Many urban garden organizers and public health analysts
inscribe in urban gardens a panacea for these sorts of urban
woes. Publications—ranging from the 2003 report of the
Community Food Security Coalition’s North American
Urban Agriculture Committee to the New York Times article
‘‘Street Farmer’’ about the work of Will Allen, the founder of
Growing Power farm in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and a 2008
MacArthur Foundation ‘‘genius’’ award winner—stress the
significant contributions these gardens make to combat the
urban health crisis (Brown and Carter 2003; Royte 2009).
Besides seeing gardens as a way to improve the quality, quantity, and cost of food, many sources cite beautification, environmental health, a reduction in crime, and an increase in
property values as their benefits. Many organizational websites also stress the gardens’ ability to build a sense of community. Ian Marvy, the executive director of Added Value
farm in Brooklyn, New York, stated, ‘‘It’s not operated as
a farm. It has a social, ecological and economic bottom line’’
(Royte 2009).
All of these are without a doubt great aspirations, yet evidence from the Garden of Eden experience suggested that
just because fresh fruits and vegetables are available does not

F IG UR E 3: HopeBUILD garden manager Ryan, second from right,
works with volunteers in a community garden sponsored by Union
Memorial United Methodist Church in north St. Louis in 2009.
The church took over garden management four years later.
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with churches, schools, and a community center to create
neighborhood garden plots. At the time, two employees, four
AmeriCorp workers, board member contributions, grant
monies, and volunteers from within and outside of the neighborhood supported the cause. A citywide urban gardening
organization and a group of dedicated anarchists also operated urban gardens in north city at the time.
Union Memorial United Methodist Church was one site.
The church had been the home of the Garden of Eden produce market and its parishioners worked with HopeBUILD to
create and manage a garden plot adjacent to the church
building. It used the garden produce in its community lunch
program that feeds meals to approximately fifty people a day.
The students and I interviewed people who had come to the
church for lunch or who volunteered their services there. We
also conducted interviews a few blocks away at Learning Tree
Intergenerational Center that served the neighborhood senior
citizens and preschoolers. We spoke to older women who
regularly visited the center and a few people who worked
there. HopeBUILD had created a garden on a small vacant
lot between two houses that sat across the street from the
center and it donated some of the produce to those who
participated in its programs. Children in the daycare center
helped out in the gardens. Rose G., who worked at the Garden of Eden, is a devoted gardener and guiding force among
the HopeBUILD volunteers. She supervised the planting of
tomatoes, okra, lettuce, peppers, and mustard, turnip, and
collard greens at both sites.
In total, we interviewed twenty-four African Americans
(thirteen men and eleven women), ranging in age from 30

F IG U R E 4: A selection from the 2009 harvest of the Union Memorial
United Methodist Church garden.
courtesy of hopebuild. jonathan gayman © 2009

to over 65. Occupations among the group included a warehouse worker, a janitor, a grocery store employee, retirees
(especially among the women at the senior center), and those
who were unemployed and living on a small monthly social
security check. One identified himself as an ex-convict. A few
were new arrivals to the area but most were longtime residents
of north city, having lived there for more than five years and
several for more than forty. When asked about the changing
conditions in the neighborhood, one woman who moved to
St. Louis from Mississippi with her husband and two-weekold son forty-eight years ago said, ‘‘Houses are boarded up and
empty and burned out. I feel I have to be more aware of my
surroundings than I did years ago.’’ Some were more optimistic. Another woman over 65 said, ‘‘Our neighborhood is fine.
We have nice neighbors; it is safe. There are no problems. No
one tried to rob us.’’
The students and I asked the residents’ opinions about
local food access, personal food habits and traditions, farming
in general, and the particular gardens in their neighborhoods.
Sample questions included: ‘‘What comes to mind when you
think of a farmer or farming in America?’’; ‘‘Do you think the
gardens have had an impact on the neighborhood? If so, in
what way?’’; ‘‘How have food access, the types of food, and
food establishments changed in the neighborhood since you
have lived here?; and ‘‘What are some of the factors that
determine what you eat?’’
Every person interviewed believed that the gardens had
a positive effect on the community, but not primarily for
nutritional reasons. Only two of the twenty-four interviewees
told us that they had trouble obtaining the kinds of food they
like to eat. Availability of fresh food proved secondary to their

perception of the gardens as places that would instill good
feelings in the community. One man with significant responsibilities in the church garden stated, ‘‘I think it brings people
together. [The urban gardens] don’t necessarily help in terms
of food consumption . . . but people still have fun.’’ Another
male volunteer stated, ‘‘They make a big impact on the people around here. I’m getting to them [meaning the people in
the neighborhood] by helping them make a change. If they
see me doing more, then they’ll want to do that, too.’’ Neighborhood residents, then, valued the locally grown produce,
but they described the urban gardens less as a solution to food
access problems than as places that promoted a sense of
belonging and infused the neighborhood youth with good
values.
Their comments recalled age-old ideas about farm labor
embodying an idyllic way of life and instilling strong morals.
When asked about what farming and farmers meant to them,
many responded with vivid imagery of a small family farm,
evoking ‘‘swinging on a front porch,’’ ‘‘giant, juicy peaches,’’
and ‘‘the farmer’s wife in the kitchen chopping vegetables
while the farmer is outside breaking the land.’’ Remarks such
as ‘‘traditional,’’ ‘‘old fashioned,’’ ‘‘down to earth homes,’’ and
‘‘keeping it simple and real’’ suggest how many perceived that
farming possesses a sense of authenticity and heritage.
Sources for a particularly African American agrarian
worldview and history have origins in George Washington
Carver’s education programs, the Colored Farmers’ National
Alliance and Cooperative Union, and Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro Improvement Association, all founded between
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F IG U R E 5: Volunteer groups from outside of the community regularly
helped out in the garden at the Learning Tree Intergenerational
Center, seen in the background. The Center closed in 2013 due to lack
of funding. Without the Center to sustain the garden, HopeBUILD
moved operations elsewhere in the neighborhood.

the 1880s and the 1910s.7 Each promoted African American
farm ownership as an avenue to self-sufficiency and as a protection against racism. However modest their operations,
farm families working their own land, or sharecroppers their
own garden plots, were bulwarks against the whims of oppression. Beyond the pragmatic purposes of food and income,
farmers offered a vision of social advancement, their way of
life a testament not only to their own personal betterment but
to African Americans as a whole. ‘‘According to the rural
black version of this [farming] tradition,’’ wrote Jarod Roll
(2012: 133) in ‘‘‘The Lazarus of American Farmers’,’’ it was
the faithful performance of productive labor, and the value
of that production to the nation, that would enable African
Americans to overcome the injustices that constrained their
lives.’’ In more recent history, the Black Panthers developed
gardens in West Oakland, California, beginning in the 1960s
to help supply their free-meal programs at local schools,
churches, and community centers. As Nathan McClintock
(2011: 62) wrote in ‘‘Cultivation, Capital, and Contamination:
Urban Agriculture in Oakland, California’’: ‘‘The Panthers
used gardening as a coping mechanism and a means of supplementing their diets, as a well as a means to strengthen
community members’ engagement in the struggle against
oppression.’’
Residents of north St. Louis affirm historic agrarian ideals:
‘‘agriculture is productive,’’ ‘‘a good way to make a living,’’
‘‘provides service to the community,’’ and ‘‘their work benefits
everybody.’’ Two people equated farming with ‘‘hard work’’
and one man asserted it offered the sort of independence that
Americans since Thomas Jefferson have lauded, but, as historian Loren Schweninger (2012: 6) wrote, African Americans ‘‘defiantly’’ made their own. The man we interviewed
said farming meant ‘‘taking care of our own stuff, how you
want it.’’
Some St. Louisans recollected their childhoods growing
up on a farm in Mississippi or Louisiana. They imbued food
production with a sense of tradition and personal history. Will
Allen almost always refers to his family’s sharecropping past
when he talks about his farmwork in downtown Milwaukee,
and this heritage is prominent in almost any biography or
tagline about him. ‘‘Pulling memories from his parents,’’
to quote a BlackPast.org (2014) post, ‘‘may be as nurturing as
the vegetables themselves for improving community health.’’
Two women we interviewed said that their mother and
grandmother had gardens. When one stated, ‘‘I love planting
stuff and watching it grow,’’ she expressed a sense of pride in
the process as much as the results of growing crops. One
exception to this otherwise rosy picture was a remark from
an elderly woman from Virginia, who when asked what came
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to mind when she thought of farming stated simply, ‘‘Slavery.’’
For nearly all interviewees, as for many Americans, farming
remains as much, if not more, an ideology than a pragmatic
pursuit.
When considering their neighborhood gardens, respondents seamlessly projected their attitudes and beliefs about
farming onto these plots, saying that the gardens instill similar
agrarian values in the community. One person said that the
gardens ‘‘bring hope for harvest and give people the value of
growing something with their own two hands.’’ Another
explained, ‘‘[The urban garden] is more for community spirit
than for food. They help [the] community to think of creating
[their] own things.’’ Still another enthused, ‘‘This will make
people more self-sufficient.’’
Unlike the attitudes toward the imposing cornfields, one
woman believed ‘‘gardens can make our neighborhood safer.’’
Many lauded their benefits for ‘‘keeping the seniors mobile
and exercising,’’ and several others spoke of how they were
a good influence on the local youth. One woman said that
when children worked in the gardens, their ‘‘grades would
change and that they would become more involved.’’ She
added, ‘‘Children would change from ninety percent bad to
fifty percent bad!’’
In terms of the practical function of the gardens as a source
of fresh food, twenty-two out of twenty-four interviewed
claimed to be satisfied with their access to food, regardless
of the local vegetable gardens. However, as one of the students insightfully pointed out, fourteen out of twenty-four also
stated that they had to leave the neighborhood to get the foods
they wanted and eight said that it was more expensive where
they lived. Ninety-six percent said they could eat better with
urban gardens in the neighborhood. About a fifth of the
respondents said specifically that nutrition was important to
them, and one woman viewed the concern for health as
a family tradition: ‘‘You learn from what you grew up on.’’
The generation gap over the fresh produce sales at the
Garden of Eden produce market makes more sense after
hearing from people in the community. One younger respondent said she ‘‘loved to use recipes from her mom’s ‘the big
book’ cookbook,’’ but others said they felt disconnected from
food traditions: some did not conceive of food traditions as
being culturally significant and others felt that they did not
have the resources to carry them on. Yet two interviewees
mentioned their regret at the ‘‘microwave’’ culture in which
foods are heated rather than cooked, and at the accompanying loss of family cooking traditions. ‘‘I don’t know how
to cook my grandma’s famous peach cobbler or mashed potatoes, but I wish I could transfer that knowledge to my kids,’’
remarked one woman in her thirties. In addition, young

mothers no doubt found it more difficult to take the time to
cook fresh food or, as many respondents noted, they simply
did not know how. Hosting cooking lessons centered on these
seniors’ stories and their kitchen knowledge answers the younger generation’s desires to learn how to cook and recognizes
the full value of food to sustain culture, not just bodies. Relying on older people who like to cook could be a healthier
choice, too, that is, good for the body and the soul. One
research study found that adolescents were more likely to eat
fruits and vegetables when they ate at their grandparents’
homes (Airhihenbuwa et al. 1996: 245–60).
The moral of the HopeBUILD story is that people’s ideas
of urban gardens and the food they produce are at least as
essential as the pragmatic nutritional purposes the gardens
serve. The older women in the Garden of Eden market
pointed the way to the idea that healthy foods are ones that
promote local values and traditions. The inner-city African
Americans who participate in urban gardens imbue city lots
with agrarian ideals based on their own historical experiences
of slavery and postslavery recovery and thereby stake claim to
one of the longest lasting and potent symbols of American
national identity—the American farmer. The symbol of the
farmer is as relevant in urban lots as it is in the countryside.
Since our interviews in 2009, the ‘‘ups and downs,’’ as one
woman said of north St. Louis, persist. The Union Memorial
garden and lunch program have thrived and so HopeBUILD
stepped aside for the congregation to take over garden management. The Learning Tree Intergenerational Center closed
in 2013 for lack of funding and with it went the HopeBUILD
garden and a place for the elderly and toddlers to gather.
HopeBUILD maintains one garden at its current offices in
an old nursing home that it shares with another nonprofit.
Children from a nearby charter school visit twice a week for
lessons in gardening and nutrition as part of their school
curriculum. A small apple orchard next to the garden patch
has taken root.
Across the city line and less than eight miles from the
HopeBUILD garden sites is the town of Ferguson, known
to the world for its racial strife, and the community of
Kinloch, which is also making history but not international
headlines. Kinloch was founded in the 1890s and it is the
oldest African American community to be incorporated in
the state of Missouri. For over thirty-five years, some local
Kinlochians have cultivated greens, okra, melon, tomatoes,
sweet potatoes, and peppers on nine acres of abandoned land
within their municipality. The farmers appropriated their lot
from a 550-acre parcel left fallow by the St. Louis Airport
Association. It had purchased the site for an airport expansion
in the 1970s, leveled existing buildings, but then never

F IG U R E 6: Volunteer gardeners planted a little apple orchard outside
HopeBUILD offices as part of a local school curriculum.

from the South who worked the land are as vital as vitamins
for a community’s health. Yet they remain invisible within
health statistics. These homegrown food and farming traditions not only benefit local people, but the traditions can also
guide those who want to assist them.
Paying attention to what food means to people does not
abnegate the goals of food security. Quite the contrary. Integrating people’s ideas and traditions into urban garden programs could improve the gardens’ and markets’ appeal and
success by making them more relevant to residents in ways
that calorie and cholesterol counts cannot do alone. Healthy
food exists in communities like north St. Louis, you just need
to know where to look and who to ask. The church garden
site, Rose G., and one of those 70-year-old urban farmers are
good places to start.
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1. See, for example, Gottlieb and Joshi (2010), Meadow (2013:
76–84), and Walker (2011). The University of Missouri Extension
cited ‘‘provid[ing] a significant food source for families or neighbors’’
as a primary motivation for urban agriculture. See University of
Missouri Extension (n.d.). Along with HopeBUILD, another
St. Louis-based community garden that stresses food access on its
website is New Roots Urban Farm.
2. Green (2004). For more on the Garden of Eden market, see Baker
et al. (2006: 1170–74) and Prevention Institute (n.d.). Information
about the vouchers and decline in customer base from Strayhorn
(2014).
3. ‘‘Food Deserts’’ (2011). See also Cummins et al. (2014: 283–91) and
Fisher (1999). For an argument against the idea that lack of exercise
and access to healthy food (or rather an imbalance of calorie flow)
causes obesity, see Guthman (2012: 951–57).
4. Works that also emphasize the cultural facets of food and
urban gardens include Armstrong (2000: 319–27), Robinson (2008:
395–406), Alkon and Agyeman (2011), and Delind (2006: 121–46).
5. The issue of balancing produce pricing so that it is both affordable
for consumers in low-income communities and profitable for producers and marketers is also discussed in Markowitz (2010: 66–80).
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developed the land. The current farmers, wh0 are mostly
retired African American men in their seventies, recently
thought their gig was up when the large construction firm
Clayco bought the lot for development. Yet to everyone’s
pleasant surprise, instead of closing the farm down, the corporate head Bob Clark donated eight acres of land across the
street from the original farm and even supplied it with an
irrigation system and a building with running water, electricity, and restrooms—none of which existed at the old place.
‘‘We intend for this to operate as farmland in perpetuity, to be
handed down as these guys see fit to family members, friends,
whoever will continue to work the land,’’ Clark said (Hampel
2015). In other words, the urban farms will continue for as
long as the tradition is viable.
As one of the students wrote in her final paper, African
Americans in and around St. Louis ‘‘view themselves as part
of a farming ideal.’’ For them, farming is not a nostalgic
pursuit. These Kinloch farms help prove the point that urban
communities are places where new agrarian ideals are made.
Will Allen said, ‘‘Our new generation of farmers aren’t going
to come from rural communities and traditional farm families because those things don’t exist in our system anymore.
These new farmers are going to come from folks that live in
our cities’’ (Macfound 2008).
If we only measure the health of communities, such as
Kinloch and north city, by their high rates of illness and their
nutritional shortcomings, then we pathologize the people
who live there. Worse still, we fail to see centers of cultural
vibrancy within these places. Stories about peach pie, okra,
and mashed potatoes that residents tie back to grandparents
and parents who cooked for them and histories of ancestors

6. In Black, White, and Green, Alison Hope Alkon (2012) compares
the primarily white and affluent setting of the North Berkeley
farmers market and the mostly black and economically challenged
West Oakland farmers market. She argues that the North Berkeley
market is grounded in environmental and agrarian ethics and the
West Oakland one is more concerned with providing access to
healthy foods and economic opportunities for African American
farmers. She does not discuss the African Americans’ own agrarian
ideals. In ‘‘Bringing Good Food to Others,’’ Julie Guthman (2008:
435) argues that many alternative food initiatives, such as urban
gardens, emanate from ‘‘whitened cultural histories’’ and, therefore,
reflect the values of white activists rather than those of the nonwhite
community members for whom the gardens are intended. To make
her point, she states that the agrarian values that many activists
imbue in urban farms and gardens are misplaced and ‘‘insensitive to
a racialized history of agrarian land and labor relationships in the
United States.’’ While her overall point is valuable for all white food
reformers to be cognizant, her analysis fails to recognize that African
Americans have celebrated agrarian values in ways that reflect their
own particular history and broader American ideals about farming
life. See also Penniman (2015).
7. See Roll (2012: 132–33) and Hersey (2006: 239–68). For other works
on black agrarianism and African American farming, see also Reid
(2012), Walker (2006: 78–93), Gilbert and Eli (2000), and Hurt
(2003).
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